United Surgical Partners International
Winning in Value-Based Payment

Why engage?
Everyone wants value for their healthcare dollar, and physicians are key to creating that value. Medicare is poised to
offer a new option, expanding on existing bundled payment demonstration programs that provide physicians with shared
savings opportunities. As with many programs, the window to enroll will likely be short and physicians and their partners
will need to make quick decisions about whether and how to accept and manage financial risk.

How are doctors bending the cost
curve now?
Most providers don’t realize the cost of post-acute care for their surgical cases nor the costly decisions made for their
patients by other providers. An average stay in an inpatient rehabilitation facility (IRF)is $20,000 and an average skilled
nursing facility stay is $10,000. Helping patients avoid a post-acute care facility altogether can shave thousands of dollars
off an episode, lead to higher patient satisfaction, reduce readmissions and speed recovery.

Share in our experience and learn from your colleagues
USPI entered into the Medicare Bundled Payment for Care Improvement project in 2015. In 2016, USPI
began working with four of our hospitals through the CMS Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement
Program.
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ABOUT USPI:
Since 1998, USPI has been an industry leader in the short-stay surgical business. We continue to maintain our commitment to our physician
partnerships and the critical alignment that allows us to collectively deliver the highest-quality care with outstanding service to our patients.
Overall, we are able to leverage our size, scope, and experience to deliver best practices for joint arthroplasty procedures.

For more information, contact us:
bundledpayments@uspi.com | 855.207.5230
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Getting results is a team effort
Helping patients have the best outcomes and reducing the cost of care requires the participation of the patient, hospital,
post-acute care providers, and the physicians along with their office staff.
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Optimize patients for surgery
Set recovery expectations
Link patients with care
coordination tools
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Deliver surgical excellence
Master pain management
Plan discharges to optimize
home recovery
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Place patients in high-quality
setting
Ensure regular feedback
Track quality and satisfaction

USPI as a Trusted Partner
USPI has successfully collaborated with large and small practices, each with unique needs and resources. Schedule a
consultation with us to find out how we can help you win in value-based care.
We start the conversation with:

Physician Collaboration
Optimize current processes, enlist champions and set up effective governance.

Case Management
Provide tools and resources to manage and track your patients that fit within your workflow.
Arm your staff with the learnings accumulated by their peers.
Data and KPIs
USPI’s team of analysts helps you synthesize and act on meaningful performance data.
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